Welcome to the garden!
Campbell Hill Elementary
This is what you planted!
10/06/2022

Something that inspires me in the garden is the lavender. It looks like the color, the smell, and how it looks like. I'm grateful for having food and not having to starve. Not everyone is lucky.

GARDEN SKETCH

9/21/22

Today at the garden I picked ground cherries, and saw tomatoes, apple trees, sunflowers. Ground cherries

Sunflowers

Apple tree still growing
We are curious.
We ask...

wonder questions!
I wonder why the flowers are pink.

I wonder why the plants got their thorns?

I wonder where the flowers get their thorns?

I wonder why the bees are helping the flowers?

I wonder why the bees are helping the flowers?

I wonder why the plants are pink?

I wonder why the flowers are the same color?

I wonder why the flowers are the same color?

I wonder why the flowers are pink?

I wonder why the flowers are pink?

I wonder why the flowers are pink?

I wonder why the flowers are pink?

I wonder why the flowers are pink?

I wonder why the flowers are pink?

I wonder why the flowers are pink?

I wonder why the flowers are pink?

I wonder why the flowers are pink?

I wonder why the flowers are pink?

I wonder why the flowers are pink?

I wonder why the flowers are pink?

I wonder why the flowers are pink?

I wonder why the flowers are pink?

I wonder why the flowers are pink?

I wonder why the flowers are pink?

I wonder why the flowers are pink?

I wonder why the flowers are pink?
We grow with our families too!
The garden is a home for many
Many insects are friends to the garden and help it grow. They love flowers!
Together we all make this garden beautiful.